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The paper deals with the weak asymptotic stabilizability property of discrete-time
inclusions, whose right-hand sides are set-valued operators in Banach spaces. Such
inclusions include control systems with constrained controls. Questions of existence
of positive eigenvalues of convex closed operators are discussed. Based on the
method of decomposition of the state space we derive sufficient conditions for
weakly asymptotic stabilizability of discrete-time convex processes in terms of
controllability-like conditions. The results are applied in weak asymptotic stabiliz-
ability of linear discrete and continuous-time systems with constrained controls in
Banach spaces. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Stabilizability problem of dynamical systems has attracted a good deal of
w x  w xinterest in the last decade 5, 6, 13, 21 . In spite of recent efforts see 3
.and the references therein , stabilizability of control systems can be
considered largely open. In the stability literature we can see two major
w xtrends: stabilizability using Lyapunov function approach 14, 17 and the
w xmethod based on spectral decomposition 8, 15 . For this latter trend one
usually assumes that the spectrum of the input operator can be decom-
posed into two parts, a finite possibly controllable part and an stable part.
This has led to study of a special class of control systems, for example,
systems with linear compact operators. It is worthwhile noticing that most
of the stabilizability literature have been concerned, however, with un-
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w xbounded controls 3, 4, 7, 9 . There are several results on stabilization of
w xcontrol systems with a special type of bounded controls 16, 22 .
In this paper, we study asymptotic behaviour properties of the solutions
 .weakly asymptotic stabilizability of infinite-dimensional discrete time
inclusions, whose right-hand sides are convex closed set-valued operators
of the type
x k q 1 g T x k , k s 1, 2, . . . . 1 .  .  . .
Such systems include linear control systems with constrained controls:
x k q 1 s Ax k q Bu k , k s 1, 2, . . . , 2 .  .  .  .
 .  .where u k g V, by setting T x s Ax q BV.
 .It is well known that a sufficient condition for 2 being able to
 .asymptotically stabilize in the Liapunov sense is the null-controllability of
 .2 . Therefore, the system which is not null-controllable, will be stabiliz-
able if the uncontrollable part of possibly decomposed systems is asymptot-
ically stable. First of all, we characterize spectral properties of a class of
set-valued operators. We shall point out some sufficient conditions for
existence of eigenvectors and eigenvalues of convex closed set-valued
operators in Banach spaces like the Krein]Ruthman theorem on a set-val-
w xued operator leaving an invariant solid convex cone 20 , for which the
null-controllability conditions of discrete-time systems are applicable. In-
w xterested readers are referred to 18, 19 for the recent null-controllability
results. Second, not making any assumptions on spectral decomposition of
operator A and based on the method of decomposition of the state space,
we derive sufficient conditions for weak asymptotic stabilizability of dis-
 .crete-time convex inclusion 1 in terms of controllability-like conditions.
 .The results are applied in the study of linear discrete-time systems 2 and
then of linear continuous-time systems with constrained controls in
Banach spaces.
2. EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF
SET-VALUED OPERATORS
Let X, U be infinite-dimensional Banach spaces. X* denotes the
topological dual space of X. The space X* endowed weak* topology will
U  :be denoted by X . x*, x is the value of x* g X* at x g X. To anys
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set-valued operator T : X « X we associate the domain, the image, the
inverse image, the graph, and the kernel of T by
dom T s x : T x / B , Im T s T x , 4 .  .D
xgX
Ty1 x s y g X : x g T y , gr T s x , y : y g T x , 4  4 .  .  .  .
Ker T s Ty1 0 s x : 0 g T x . 4 .  .
DEFINITION 2.1. A set-valued operator T : X « X is convex, closed if
gr T is a convex closed set. If dom T s X, T is a strict set-valued operator.
If T is a strict convex closed gr T is a cone, we shall say that T is a convex
process.
 .Throughout the paper, L X will denote the set of all strict convex
closed set-valued operators, E denotes the identity operator.
 .DEFINITION 2.2. The adjoint operator T* : X* « X* of T g L X is
defined by
 :  :x* g T* y* m x*, x F y*, y ; y g T x . .  .
For example, if
T s Ax q L, 3 .
where A is a linear bounded operator, L is a convex closed subset, then
A*x* if x* g L*,T* x* s . B if not,
and dom T* s L*.
DEFINITION 2.3. We shall say that x is an eigenvector of T , if x / 0,
 .x g dom T , l x g T x , l is an eigenvalue of T.
From the definition, T* has an eigenvector if and only if
cl Im T y lI / X .
 .  .and for the case, when T x is the set-valued operator defined by 3 ,
x* / 0 is an eigenvector of T* if and only if x* g L*, and l x* s A*x*. In
the sequel, we will denote by con M, cl M sp M, int M, ri M, the cone
spanned by M, the closure, the interior, the relative interior i.e., the
topological interior of M related to the smallest subspace of X containing
.M of M, respectively. Let M ; X, 0 g M. We shall denote by M* the
positive polar cone of M at zero, i.e.,
 : 4M* s x* : x*, x G 0, ; x g M .
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M, M , M ; X be con¨ex cones. Then1 2
 .  4i int M / B, M s X m M* s 0
 .  .  . U Uii M q M * s M j M * s M l M .1 2 1 2 1 2
 .Proof. i Follows from the separation theorem of convex subsets in
Banach space.
 .ii Is obvious by the definition.
 .We recall that F* ? is upper hemicontinuous if for every x g X the
  . .  :support function x* ª s F* x* , x [ sup y*, x is upper semi-y*g F* x*.
continuous.
We list now some properties of the adjoint operators T* for later use.
w x  .PROPOSITION 2.2. 1, 2 . Let T g L X . The following assertions hold:
 .  .i T* 0 s dom T*, and dom T* is a con¨ex closed cone.
 .ii T* : X « X* is an upper hemicontinuous set-¨ alued operator with
con¨ex weakly* compact ¨alues.
 . w yk  .x kiii T 0 * s ycl Im T* , k s 1, 2, . . . .
 .  y1 .  .  .y1 .iv T * x* s y T* yx* .
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let T g L X . The following assertions hold:
 . w k .x ki T 0 * s dom T* , k s 1, 2, . . . .
 . kii If Im T s X, then Im T* is a con¨ex closed cone, k s 1, 2, . . . .
 . y1  .Proof. i Let T s F. By iii of Proposition 2.2 we see that
kk y1 kT 0 * s F 0 * s ycl Im F* . .  .  .
y1  .Since dom F* s Im F*, and by iv of Proposition 2.2, we have
 .ky1k y1 k kycl Im F* s ycl dom F* s cl Im F * s cl dom T* . .  .
 . k  .From i of Proposition 2.2 it follows that dom T* is closed, thus i is
proved.
 . y1  .ii Let Im T s X. It is obvious that Im T s dom T s X. Then by i
 yk .of Proposition 2.2, dom T * is closed for every k s 1, 2, . . . . Observing
that
kk y1 ykIm T* s dom T* s ydom T *, .  .
 .the assertion ii follows from the foregoing.
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 .PROPOSITION 2.4. Let T g L X , M be a con¨ex subset, then
T M * s T*y1 M* . .  .
 .  .Proof. Let y* g T M *. By definition, for every m g M; y g T m ,
 : Uwe have y*, y G 0. Taking m s 0 g M*, for each m g M we see that0
 :  U :y*, y G m , m ; y g T m . .0
U  .Then, m g T* y* , which implies0
y* g T*y1 mU ; T*y1 M* . .  .0
y1 . UConversely, let y* g T* M* . There is a point m g M* such that0
U  .m g T* y* . By the definition of the adjoint function, we obtain0
 :  U :y*, y G m , m ; y g T m . .0
 .Thus, for every m g M, taking an y g T m because dom T s X, we have
 :  U :y*, y G m , m G 0 ; y g T m , m g M , .0
 .which implies y* g T M *, as desired.
We want now to derive sufficient conditions for existence of eigenvec-
tors and eigenvalues of convex set-valued operators. For this we set
` `
y1 k kT s F , D s T 0 , I s F 0 . .  .D D
ks1 ks1
Then by the Propositions 2.1]2.3, we have then
` `
k kD* s dom T* , I* s y cl Im T* .F F
ks1 ks1
w xThe following results is based on 2 , but it differs substantially at various
technical points. In particular, the result is extended to the infinite-dimen-
sional case.
 .  4THEOREM 2.1. Let T g L X . If int D / B and D* / 0 , then T* has
an eigen¨ector with a nonnegati¨ e eigen¨alue.
 4Proof. Let D* / 0 . Since int D / B, D* can be spanned by some
convex weakly* compact not containing zero subset V, i.e.,
0 f V , D* s con V . 4 .
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Indeed, let x g int D. We choose a number a ) 0 small enough so that0
5 5x q a ¨ g D, for all ¨ : ¨ F 1. Then, defining the set V ; D* by0
 :V s x* g D* : x*, x s a , 40
5 5it is easy to see that V is convex closed. Since for any x* g V, x* F a ,
 .by the Banach]Alaoglu theorem, V is weakly* compact. The assertion 4
is proved. We now claim that
; x* g D* : T* x* l D* / B. 5 .  .
Indeed, let x* g D*, i.e., for every k s 1, 2, . . . , x* g dom D*k. There-
fore, for each k s 1, 2, . . . there are sequences ¨U , i s 1, 2, . . . , k, suchk ,i
that
¨U g T* ¨U , ¨U g T* x* . .  .k ,i k ,iq1 k ,k
U  .Consider the diagonal sequence ¨ . Since T* x* is a weakly* compactk ,k
set, for each k ) 0 there is a subsequence ¨U of ¨U converging tok , k k ,k1 1U U  .some ¨ such that ¨ g T* x* , because T* is closed. We now consider1 1
the inclusion
¨U g T* ¨U . .k , k y1 k , k1 1 1 1
Since T* is a upper hemicontinuous set-valued operator with the convex
weakly* compact values, T* is upper semicontinuous see Theorem 3.10 of
w x.1 , and then there is an interger N ) 1 large enough so that for all
 U .  U .  .  .k ) N, T* ¨ ; T* ¨ q B* 0 , where B* 0 denotes a neighbor-1 k , k y1 11 1
hood of zero in X*. Hence, the sequence ¨U is bounded. By thek , k y11 1
Banach]Alaoglu theorem, we can take a subsequence of ¨U , saysk , k y11 1
¨U converging to some ¨U , such thatk , k y1 22 2
¨U g T* ¨U . .2 1
Continuing this process by the same argument as above, we can find a
sequence ¨U , i s 0, 1, . . . , ¨U s x*, such thati 0
¨U g T* ¨U , ¨U g T* x* . .  .iq1 i 1
Hence,
¨U g T* x* , ¨U g dom T*k , k s 1, 2, . . . , .i 1
U  .which implies ¨ g D* l T* x* , as desired.1
Setting
P* x* s con T* x* , .  .
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we define the following set-valued mapping G* : V « V as
; x* g V : G* x* s P* x* l V . .  .
One can easily verify that G* is a upper hemicontinuous set-valued
 .  .mapping and from 5 it follows G* x* / B for every x* g V. By the
w xgeneralized Kakutani]Kyfan fixed point theorem 1 applied to G* we
have
' xU g V : xU g G* xU . .0 0 0
 .By the definition of G*, P*, and combining 4 we obtain
'l G 0: l xU g T* xU , xU / 0. .0 0 0
Thus, T* has the eigenvector xU with the nonnegative eigenvalue l. This0
complete the proof.
Remark 2.1. If int D / B, then D contains no line. Indeed, since D is
 .  4a convex closed cone, D y D s X, and then D y D * s 0 , which im-
 4plies D* l y D* s 0 , as desired. Therefore, in the case when X is
finite-dimensional, the assertion of Theorem 2.1 implies that of Theorem
w x4.1 proved in 2 .
The following theorem deals with the existence of positive eigenvalues
of T*.
k .THEOREM 2.2. Let Im T s X. Assume that for some k ) 0, int F 0 /
 4B, and I* / 0 . Then T* has an eigen¨ector with a positi¨ e eigen¨alue.
Proof. Since Im T s dom Ty1, Fy1 s T , we have dom F s X, which
 .  . kgives F g L X . By ii of Proposition 2.3, Im T* is closed; we have
` `
ky1 k y1I* s Im F * s y Im F* . .  .F F
ks1 ks1
Since Im F*y1 s dom F*, we get
`
kI* s y dom F* .F
ks1
Applying Theorem 2.1 to I*, we obtain that F* has an eigenvector with a
nonnegative eigenvalue. Since F* has eigenvectors with nonnegative
 y1 .eigenvalues if and only if F * s T* has eigenvectors with positive
eigenvalues, the proof follows.
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Remark 2.2. We remark that
`
ykD s R, I s T 0 s C , .D
ks1
where R, C denote the reachable and null-controllable sets of convex
 .inclusion 1 . Therefore, it is important to note that Theorems 2.1 and 2.2
not only deal with the spectral properties of convex closed operators, but
w xas in 20 they also allow us to obtain controllability conditions of convex
w xprocesses without using the Krein]Ruthman theorem 20 .
We conclude this section with the following assertion, which plays a
crucial role in obtaining stabilization conditions. Let us denote
ÊI s I q T ,l l
where
ÊT s Ker T l y Ker T ,l l l
`
y1 ykKer T s T y lE 0 , I s T 0 , .  .  .Dl
ks1
where l is a some given real number. Let Ty1 s F. Then,
dom T s Im F , dom F* s yIm T*,
`
U Uk ÊI s y Im T* T . 6 .F Fl l
ks1
ÊNote that if T is a linear single-value operator, T s Ker T .l l
 .THEOREM 2.3. Let T g L X , Im T s X. Assume that for some l g R,
 . U  .int I / B, and F I ; I . If I defined by 6 is not zero, then T* has anl l l l
Ê .eigen¨ector in dom F* l T * with a positi¨ e eigen¨alue.l
Proof. By assumption, int I / B, then the convex closed cone IU / Bl l
can be spanned by some convex weakly* compact set V ; X* not contain-
ing zero. On the other hand,
Ê ÊI q T * ; F I q T *. .  .l l
Using Proposition 2.4, we have
Uy1F I * s F* I .  .l l
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and, hence,
IU ; F*y1 IU . 7 .  .l l
We now claim that
; x* g IU : F* x* IU / B. 8 .  .Fl l
U  .Indeed, let x* g I . By 7 , there is ¨* such thatl
x* g F*y1 ¨* ; .
equivalently,
¨* g F* x* . .
Since ¨* g IU , we obtainl
¨* g IU F* x* . .Fl
 .  .Clearly, F g L X , F* x* is a convex weakly* compact set. Let us set
 .  .P* x* s con F* x* . We defined the following convex set-valued map-
ping G* : V « V by setting
; x* g V : G* x* s P* x* l V . .  .
 .Thus, G* is upper hemicontinuous set-valued and by 8 , we have
G* x* / B ; x* g V . .
Therefore, applying the Kakutani]Kyfan fixed point theorem to G*, we
U U U  U .can find a point x g V, x / 0, such that x g G* x . By the defini-0 0 0 0
tion of G* and P*, we see that
'b G 0, b xU g F* xU . .1 1 0 0
Noting that F s Ty1, T* has the eigenvector xU g V ; IU with some0 l
eigenvalue b ) 0. The proof is complete.
3. WEAK ASYMPTOTIC STABILIZABILITY
In this section we study asymptotic behaviour properties of the solutions
 .of convex inclusion 1 and then apply the results obtained to linear
 .discrete-time control systems 2 with constrained controls in Banach
spaces.
Throughout this section we assume that T is a convex process. We recall
the following notion of weak asymptotic stabilizability of convex inclusion
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 .1 , which is the property of convergence rather than asymptotic stability.
However, this property play an important role in qualitative theory of the
w xsolutions of dynamical systems 15, 21 .
 .DEFINITION 3.1. Discrete convex inclusion 1 is said to be weakly
 .asymptotically stabilizable if for every x g X, there is a solution x k ,0
 .  .  .k s 1, 2, . . . , of 1 such that x 0 s x , x k ª 0, as k ª `.0
 .  .DEFINITION 3.2. Control system 2 , where u k g V ; U, is said to be
weakly asymptotically stabilizable if for every x g X there are controls0
 .u k g V, k s 1, 2, . . . , such that the solution corresponding to these
 .  .controls x k , k s 1, 2, . . . , of 2 satisfies
x 0 s x , x k ª 0 as k ª `. .  .0
 .Let C be the null-controllable set of the convex inclusion 1 defined by
C s x g X : 'K ) 0, x 0 s x , x K s 0 . 4 .  .
THEOREM 3.1. Let Im T s X. Assume that there is a number l g
 .y1, 1 , such that:
Ê Ê Ê .   . .  .i Int F 0 q T / B, and F T ; T .l l l
ÊU .ii T* has no eigen¨ector in dom F* l T with a positi¨ e eigen¨alue.l
 .Then, con¨ex inclusion 1 is weakly asymptotically stabilizable.
 .Proof. Let l g y1, 1 be given the assumption. To prove the theorem
it suffices to show that
ÊC q T s X . 9 .l
Indeed, let x be an arbitrary point in X. We have x s x q x , where0 0 1 2
Êx g C , x g T . Since x g C , there exist a number K ) 0 and a solution1 2 l 1
Ê .  .  .  .x k of 1 such that x 0 s x , x K s 0. Since x g T , we have1 1 1 2 l
x g Ker T l y Ker T .2 l l
 .  .  .  . kThen, l x g T x and l yx g T yx . Taking x k s l x , we find2 2 2 2 2 2
 .  .x k is a solution of 1 and2
x 0 s x , x k ª 0 as k ª `. .  .2 2 2
 .  .  .  .  .Let x k s x k q x k , the sequence x k is a solution of 1 and it1 2
satisfies
x 0 s x , x k ª 0 as k ª `. .  .0
 .This implies that convex inclusion 1 is weakly asymptotically stabilizable.
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Ê .  .  .To prove 9 we note that F 0 ; C , int C q T / B. Then, by Proposi-l
tion 2.1 it suffices to prove that
Ê  4C q T * s 0 . 10 . .l
 .For this, we assume to the contrary that 10 is not true. Note that C s I
and
`
U kÊ ÊC q T s I s y Im T* T* . . F Fl l l
ks1
ÊUApplying Theorem 2.3, we have T* has an eigenvector in dom F* l Tl
 .with a positive eigenvalue, which contradicts the second assumption ii of
the Theorem. The proof is complete.
We will apply the above result to the linear discrete-time system of the
form
x k q 1 s Ax k q L, k s 1, 2, . . . , 11 .  .  .
where A is a linear bounded operator, L is a convex closed cone. Since
Im T s Im A q L,
 .the condition F Ker T ; Ker T can be replaced by the conditionl l
Ay1 Ker A ; Ker A , .l l
 .where A s A y lE .l
 4This condition always holds if Ker A s 0 or A is invertible. On the
other hand, it is not difficult to prove that A* has an eigenvector in
dom F* with a positive eigenvalue if and only if it has an eigenvector in L*
with a positive eigenvalue. Indeed, this fact follows from the remark
y1 y1dom F* s A yL * s A* L*. .
Therefore, from the foregoing we have
 4THEOREM 3.2. Let Im A q L s X and Ker A s 0 . Assume that there
 .is a number l g y1, 1 such that
 .  y1 . .Êi Int A yL q A / B,l
 . UÊii A* has no eigen¨ector in L* l A with a positi¨ e eigen¨alue.l
 .Then system 11 is weakly asymptotically stabilizable.
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Remark 3.1. For the infinite-dimensional operator A, the condition
 4Im A s X, does not imply A is invertible or Ker A s 0 . For example, the
operator A g l defined by2
A : x , x , . . . ª x , x , . . . , .  .1 2 2 3
 4is not invertible, but Im A s X, Ker A / 0 . It is easy to see that A is
only semi-invertible, i.e.,
'P : AP s E, where P : x , x , . . . ª x , x , x , . . . . .  .1 2 1 1 2
 .We note that the first condition i of Theorem 3.2 can be replaced by the
condition
sp W , AW , . . . , ANy1W , Ker A s X , 12 . 4l
where W s sp L. This fact follows from the Robinson's surjectivity theo-
w x Nrem 12 applied to the set-valued convex closed function T : W « X
defined by
;u s u 0 , . . . , u N y 1 g W N : .  . .
Ny1
Nyky1T u s A Bu k q Ker A . .  . l
ks0
w xRemark 3.2. It is well known from 11 that the linear control system
 .  .11 , where Im A s X, is globally null-controllable iff, i the linear system
 .with unconstrained is globally null-controllable, and ii the operator A*
has no eigenvector in L* with a positive eigenvalue. On the other hand, a
 .sufficient condition for 12 is that the system with unconstrained controls
is globally controllable, i.e.,
 Ny1 4sp W , AW , . . . , A W s X ,
and for the second condition of Theorem 3.2 a sufficient condition is that
`` A* has no eigenvector in L* with a positive eigenvalue.'' Therefore, since
for linear control systems null-controllability implies weak asymptotic
stabilizability, we see that the sufficient conditions for weak asymptotic
stabilizability are expected to be weaker than that for null-controllability.
We obtain
 4THEOREM 3.3. Let Im A q L s X, ri L / B, Ker A s 0 . The system
is weakly asymptotically stabilizable if one of the following conditions holds:
 .  .a There is a number l g y1, 1 such that for some integer N ) 0,
 Ny1 4sp W, AW, . . . , A W, Ker A s X, and A* has no eigen¨ector in L* withl
a positi¨ e eigen¨alue.
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 .b The system with unconstrained controls is globally null-controllable,
 .  . UÊi.e., 12 holds and for some l g 1, y1 , A* has no eigen¨ector in L* l Al
with a positi¨ e eigen¨alue.
Remark 3.3. In the case when X s Rn, U s Rm, i.e., the system is
 .finite dimensional, and the linear system 11 has the form
x k q 1 s Ax k q Bu k , k s 1, 2, . . . ; 13 .  .  .  .
then the above result can be formulated in a simpler form as follows.
 . nCOROLLARY 3.1. Let T x s Ax q Bu, X s R , Im A s X, and BV is
 .a con¨ex closed cone. The system 13 is weakly asymptotically stabilizable if
one of the following conditions holds:
 .  .  y .a There is a number l g y1, 1 such that int A BV q
.  .Ker A / B and A* has no eigen¨ector in BV * with a positi¨ e eigen¨aluel
 .b The system with unbounded controls is globally controllable and A*
 . Uhas no eigen¨ector in BV *F A with a positi¨ e eigen¨alue.l
Remark 3.4. Note that for linear discrete-time systems the assumption
Im A s X, or A is invertible is not very restrictive, because in many cases
when we investigate linear control continuous-time systems by discretiza-
tion method, the input operator A of linear discretized systems is always
w xinvertible 8, 18 .
We conclude this section with an application to linear continuous-time
control systems. Consider a linear continuous-time system of the form
x t s A t x t q Bu t , t G 0, 14 .  .  .  .  .Ç
 .  .  .where x t g X, u t g V ; U; X, U are Banach spaces, A t is a linear
periodic operator of period v ) 0, B is a linear bounded operator from U
into X.
w xFor every T ) 0 the set of admissible controls on 0, T is defined as
w x w xV s u ? g L 0, T , U : u t g V a.e. in 0, t , 4 .  . .T `
w x .where L 0, T , U stands for the Banach space of all U-valued strongly`
 . 5  .5 w xmeasurable function u t , such that u t is essentially bounded on 0, T .
 .Therefore, for every u ? g V and x g X there is the unique solutionT 0
 .  .x ? of 14 defined by
t y1x t s F t x q F t F s Bu s ds, .  .  .  .  .H0
0
 .where F t is invertible and satisfies
ÇF t s A t F t , F 0 s E. .  .  .  .
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 .Define the operator A : X ª X and for every u ? g V the operatorT
w x .B : L 0, v , U ª X by setting`
Ax s F v x , .
v
y1Bu ? s F v F t Bu t dt. .  .  .  .H
0
 .Along with the system 13 we consider the following discrete-time system
x s Ax q Bu , 15 .kq1 k k
w x .where x g X, u g V ; L 0, v , U , and A is always invertible. As ink k v `
w x  .8 , we claim that the continuous-time system 14 is weakly asymptotically
 .stabilizable if and only if the discrete-time system 15 is weakly asymptoti-
cally stabilizable. Hence, applying Theorem 3.2 we obtain
 .COROLLARY 3.2. Let V be a con¨ex cone, ri V / B, A t be a linear
periodic operator with the period v ) 0. Assume that there is a number
 .l g y1, 1 such that
 .i The system with unconstrained controls is globally controllable.
 .  .   ..ii F* v has no eigen¨ector x* g Ker F v * with a positi¨ e eigen-l
¨alue such that
 y1 :x*, F t Bu F 0 ; t G 0, ;u g V . .
 .The system 14 is weakly asymptotically stabilizable.
 .EXAMPLE 3.1. Let l g y1, 1 . Consider a linear infinite-dimensional
system in l of the form2
x k q 1 s Ax k q u k , 16 .  .  .  .
where
A : x , x , x , . . . g l ª l x , x , x , x , . . . g l , .  .1 2 3 2 1 1 2 3 2
u k g V s 0, u , u , . . . g l : u g R , u G 0, i G 3 . 4 .  .2 3 2 2 i
We find that the system is also not null-controllable, and Im A / l ,2
 4  . but Ker A s 0 . We have A* : x , x , x , . . . g l ª l x q x , x ,1 2 3 2 1 2 3
.  .x , . . . g l ; hence A* has eigenvectors x , 0, 0, . . . with a eigenvalue4 2 1
l g R. Since
x , 0, 0, . . . g V*, x , 0, 0, . . . f Ker A *, .  .  .1 1 l
 .4where Ker A s x, x, x, . . . . On the other hand,l
Im A q V s l , int Ay1 yV q Ker A / B. . .2 l
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 .Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, system 16 is weakly asymptotically stabiliz-
 .able if l g y1, 1 .
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